Abstract. Wireless sensor network can act as a distributed sampling system in precision farming applications which aim at estimating the spatiotemporal variability. Sensor nodes should be deployed referring to the communication range r c and the sampling range r s instead of the sensing range. In this paper, a kind of systematic random deployment based on three popular regular patterns-equilateral triangle, square and hexagon is explored to achieve both coverage and connectivity. The efficiency of different regular patterns of systematic random deployment is also compared, thus enabling to make a better deployment decision for different values of r c /r s .
Introduction
Precision farming demands soil, microclimate, crop and other field data for spatial and temporal variability analysis [1] . But limited samples could not explain exactly the variability and support farming decision. The application of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) technology could provide the optimal and integrated solution for real-time data acquisition, reliable transport, aggregation, in-network processing and statistics [2] . The potential benefits of using the WSN technology resulted in the appearance of a large number of academic and industrial R&D projects in agriculture. Lofar Agro project resulted in an experimental WSN installation in a potato field. The purpose of the WSN is to measure the microclimate factors essential to resist the phytophtora disease [3] . Camalie vineyard currently had an advanced soil moisture monitoring system named Camalie Net. It used twenty Mica2dot motes of Crossbow Inc. to establish the network. These motes sent data of temperature, soil moisture and soil temperature to a central computer once every 10 minutes [4] . It is obvious that wireless
Systematic Random Deployment
Wireless sensor nodes could be generally placed in three methods including random deployment, regular deployment and customized deployment [5] . Taking the agricultural scenario, sensors could be mostly possible installed during terrain preparation. It is a good choice for sensor node deployment referring to traditional sampling methods. The most commonly used sampling design for spatial data is systematic sampling in agricultural experiments because it is easy to implement. A Square grid, an equilateral triangle grid or a regular hexagonal grid is commonly chosen in systematic sampling. Liu et al. show how to deploy sensor nodes in regular patterns in farmland environmental monitoring applications [6] . But Systematic sampling does have a few disadvantages for spatial correlation analysis. There is a danger that the systematic grid might coincide with a systematic feature of the landscape, especially in man made landscapes. Systematic random sampling is another type of sampling spreading the data in space in a similar fashion as systematic sampling. One sampling unit is selected at random in each grid cell. It is more efficient for spatially correlated data than systematic sampling and simple random sampling.
Consequently we present systematic random deployment approach for wireless sensor network in agricultural sampling-interpolation applications. However, it is different from pure sampling that the network connectivity has to be maintained in the sensor nodes deployment at the same time.
Firstly, some definitions and the model description in this paper are as follows.
} be the locations of n sensor nodes spread over a 2-D monitoring area. Systematic random deployment is designed based on three popular regular patterns including an equilateral triangle pattern, a square pattern and a regular hexagonal pattern (shown in Fig.1 ). We need to address the following two questions. (1) How to determine the optimal grid size for these systematic random deployment patterns? (2) Which is the best pattern on the efficiency among these systematic random deployment patterns? We explained the first question in Section 3 and the second in Section 4. , l H denote the grid side length of regular deployment patterns-triangular, square and hexagon. In terms of sampling requirements, the feasible grid size could be determined by the criterion of system sampling patterns-equilateral triangle, square and hexagon. Then,
To achieve connectivity, the communication range r c must be also considered. In Fig.1a, x 
Efficiency Comparison of Different Deployment Patterns
Which is the best pattern on the efficiency among these systematic random deployment patterns? For the same field, the number of sensor nodes could be calculated using the area of grid cell. The bigger the grid cell area, the fewer required nodes. Comparing (12), (13) and (14), the maximum area A max of the corresponding patterns is computed for all values of r c /r s . Fig.2 shows the results from which we make the following observations. When r c /r s ≤1.755, the square based pattern to achieve both coverage and 1-connectivity is optimal because it has the maximum grid area to ensure the best efficiency. While requiring more connectivity, the hexagon pattern which provides coverage and 3-connectivity should be chosen for this range of r c /r s .
2. When 1.755≤r c /r s ≤2.081, the triangle based pattern to achieve both coverage and 1-connectivity is optimal because it has the maximum grid area to ensure the best efficiency. If requiring more connectivity, the hexagon pattern which provides coverage and 3-connectivity should be chosen for this range of r c /r s .
3. When 2.081≤r c /r s ≤2.632, the triangle based pattern to achieve both coverage and 1-connectivity is optimal because it has the maximum grid area to ensure the best efficiency. If requiring more connectivity, the square pattern which provides coverage and 4-connectivity should be chosen for this range of r c /r s . 4. For r c /r s ≥3, the triangle based pattern to achieve both coverage and 3-connectivity is optimal because it has the maximum grid area to ensure the best efficiency.
Conclusion
In this paper we discussed the problem on the sensor nodes deployment in agricultural sampling-interpolation applications. We proposed systematic random deployment approach to achieve coverage and k-connectivity based on three popular regular patterns-equilateral triangle, square and hexagon. We also compared the efficiency of different regular patterns of systematic random deployment, which enabling to make a better deployment decision for different values of r c /r s .
